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Abstract
The tension level in a bolt is difficult to determine and control. Based on simple hammer impacts, a novel
technique is proposed to quantify the level of bolt tightness by analyzing natural frequencies and damping
ratios of the bolt. The technique is investigated experimentally by testing two different bolts (short and long)
and measuring accelerations in the transverse directions. At low tension the squared natural frequency of the
first bending mode increases strongly with tension. As the bolt is gradually tightened, the squared frequency
starts changing more weakly and approximately linearly with tension. By signal processing the transient
response from the hammer impact, and treating problems of beat-frequencies due to the near cross sectional
symmetry in the bolt, the corresponding effective linear damping ratios can also be obtained. Further, a
scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (SLDV) is used to measure the mode shapes of the long bolt and it is
studied how these change with tension.

1 Introduction

Bolts are used in numerous engineering structures and the tightness of a bolted joint is of high importance,
especially if the joint secure e.g. wind turbine blades or large machinery elements, where failure is unsafe
and unacceptable. If the tightness of a bolted joint could be estimated by analysing measured accelerations
from a single impulse hammer impact, it could reduce maintenance costs and allow a way to check the health
of a bolted joint without using heavy equipment such as hydraulic tensioners.

Various techniques are used to estimate bolt tension, most commonly torque control [1], turn control [1], and
ultrasonic methods [2, 3, 4]. Here the potential in estimating bolt tension from transient bolt vibrations is
studied, by analysing a set of experiments. Signal analysis of a transient response in a bolt, when impulse
hammer impacted, is used to examine the first transverse natural frequency and corresponding damping
ratio. To see how these dynamic properties relate to tension, it is studied how these change when subjected
to different levels of tension. Furthermore a scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (SLDV) is used to measure
mode shapes of a bolt when tightened to different levels of tension, to reveal how the boundary conditions
effectively change as the bolt is tightened.

2 Experimental setup

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. A single bolt is tightened with a nut to a solid aluminium structure
with washers on the outside, and uni-axial accelerometers (B&K 4397) are mounted on the bolt head to
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measure vibrations. A force washer (HBM KMR 100kN) is placed beneath the bolt head to measure the
tension. The setup is isolated mechanically as it is placed on a foam block. The hit surface is filed flat, and
the impact is applied by a pendulum hammer to decrease variations between hits.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup

Tests are made on two bolts with the same properties except for the length: one is referred to as short
(M12×140) the other as long (M12×250). The bolts are tightened in ten load steps between σ/σy = 0.05
and σ/σy = 0.79, where σy = 640 MPa is the bolt material yield stress, and σ the actual axial stress. The
nominal tension in a bolt is typically σ/σy ≈ 0.7 [1]. The tightening is done with a hydraulic tensioner
(HBM model HTS 9 M12×1.75). The force F applied by the tensioner translates to stress σ by σ = F/As,
whereAs is the stressed cross section of the bolt [1]. After ten load steps the bolted structure is disassembled
and reassembled before the test is repeated (3 tests for each bolt).

A long narrow gap in the aluminium structure enables the SLDV (Polytec PSV-500 [6]) to measure vibrations
along the bolt length so the mode shapes can be obtained. Figure 2 shows the scanning points on the long
bolt. There are fourty points along the bolt length. A hammer impact is applied, and the SLDV measures
one point, then a new impact is applied, and the next point is measured, and so on. The boundaries are of
most interest because they are expected to change with tension [5]. However, near the bolt ends, vibrations
can only be measured on nut and force washer, and not directly on the bolt shaft, which will unavoidably
introduce some error in the extracted mode shapes. Despite this obstacle, the end points are still relevant,
because it is expected that if vibrations are measured on the nut and force washer then the bolt must be
vibrating too.

Figure 2: SLDV measurement points (red/green dots) for the long bolt.
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3 Theoretical natural frequencies for an axially stressed clamped-
clamped beam

A simple model is to consider a bolt as a Bernoulli-Euler beam exposed to axial tension. The j’th transverse
natural frequency can then be calculated as [7]:
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where λj is an eigenvalue for mode j (depends on the boundary conditions), l the bolt length, E Young’s
modulus, ρ the density, σ the applied axial stress, Kj a mode shape dependent constant, s = l

√
A/I the

slenderness ratio, where A is the cross-sectional area of the bolt and I the area moment of inertia. The
squared natural frequencies increase linearly with axial stress σ in Eq.(1), with a proportion depending on
the slenderness s of the bolt; the more slender a bolt, the bigger the influence of the axial stress term on
natural frequency. In the particular case of a clamped-clamped beam λ1 = 4.73, λ2 = 7.85, K2

1 = 12.3026,
and K2

2 = 46.05. In Section 5.1 Eq. (1) is compared to the experimental data for varying σ.

4 Signal processing

At each level of tension the accelerations of freely decaying vibrations measured at the bolt head are signal
processed to obtain the dynamic properties. Figure 3 shows a typical acceleration time history after an
impulse hammer impact, prior to signal processing. Figure 4 shows this signal filtered with a 4th order
Butterworth passband filter, so that it only contains energy from the first transverse natural frequency ω.
Figure 5 shows the Fourier transforms of the unfiltered signal, and also the signal filtered around each of the
first two transverse natural frequencies. As wanted, the first filtered signal only has a significant magnitude
at the first natural frequency peak, and likewise for the second natural frequency.
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Figure 3: Free decay of acceleration (stress σ/σy=0.43).
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Figure 4: Filtered acceleration signal, 1st natural frequency.
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Figure 5: Fourier Transforms of accelerations. Solid line: unfiltered signal; Dashed line: filtered around 1st
natural frequency; Dotted line: filtered around 2nd natural frequency; Box insert: zoom of the double peaks,
5 Hz apart.

The equivalent linear damping ratio ζ of the first transverse mode can be estimated by fitting an exponential
decay envelope to the filtered signal in Figure 4. The exponential fit function has the form A0e

−βt, where
A0 is the initial amplitude, and β = ζω the decay rate. However, the signal in Figure 4 is beating, i.e. the
amplitude is slowly modulated, due to the near-symmetry in the bolts. The two transverse frequencies in the
xy and xz plane (cf. Figure 1) are almost identical. In this example they are 5 Hz apart, which also shows
as a double peak in the box insert on Figure 5. To overcome this problem, the accelerations measured by
the accelerometer perpendicular to the impact directions are also used, and the total vibration amplitude is
calculated as:

A =
√
A2

1 +A2
2 (2)

where A1 and A2 is the vibration amplitude in each transverse direction. Figure 6 shows the filtered signals,
in both directions, of mode 1, and the corresponding envelope, and also the total envelope determined from
(2). Using the total amplitude eliminates the beating, and a reasonable exponential envelope fit and a mean-
ingful decay rate β can be obtained. In this way, the effective linear damping ratio ζ can be estimated for the
bolts at each tension level.
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Figure 6: Filtered time signal of 1st natural frequency in two directions and envelopes. Dark/blue: direction
of hit; Light/grey: perpendicular to hit direction; Dashed line: A1 and A2; Solid line: A.
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5 Results

5.1 Natural Frequency

Figure 7a and 7b shows the squared first transverse natural frequency as a function of tension for the long
and short bolt, respectively. The dashed line is the squared frequency as a function of axial stress σ for a
clamped-clamped beam (cf. Eq. (1)). The model fits the data well for the long bolt (Fig.(a)), when the bolt
is tightened more than about σ/σy = 0.2, suggesting that the boundaries are effectively clamped. In [5] Sah
sets up a model that explains the frequency increase for the whole tension range by a beam model with linear
springs at the boundaries, whose stiffness increase with tension. For the short bolt (Fig.(b)) the gradient of
the linear beam model does not fit as good as for the long bolt. This can partially be attributed to the bolt’s
short length: for very short bolts the Bernoulli-Euler beam model is insufficient, as rotary inertia and shear
deformation significantly influence beam vibrations which the model does not account for. For every tension
level there are three successive hammer hits, but as the measured frequency is the same for all hits it does not
show on the figure. The three test series (given by different markers), with full axial unloading in between,
follow the same frequency-tension relation. Conclusively, the estimated natural frequencies are reproducible
for the setup, both in case of immediate repetition, and when the setup has been reassembled.
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Figure 7: Measured 1st natural frequency squared as a function of tension. (a) long bolt (b) short bolt. Each
test series indicated by ◦, �, �. For every tension level there are three measurements. Dashed line: squared
natural frequency for a clamped-clamped beam as a function of axial tension (cf. (1))

5.2 Damping ratio

Figure 8 shows the estimated linear damping ratio as function of tension for the two bolts. As appears, the
damping ratio decreases with tension for both bolts. For tension below about σ/σy = 0.2 the damping ratio
is significantly larger than for the more tightened bolt. While measuring, one can by listening to the dull
sound from the hammer impact hear that the bolt is weakly tightened. The short bolt’s first mode is much
more damped than the long bolt, possibly ascribed to the fact that the boundaries make up a larger part of
the bolt, thus the boundary friction influence more. A similar damping-tension relation (not shown) exists
for the second mode, but the decrease in damping with tension is less pronounced.
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For every tension level there are three successive hammer hits. For the lowest tension level the estimated
damping ratio vary slightly between hits, but for higher tension there is only insignificant variation between
hits. The three test series (given by different markers) generally follow the same damping ratio-tension
relation, although there is more variation than for the natural frequencies (cf. Figure 7). Conclusively, the
estimated damping ratios are generally reproducible for the setup, both in case of immediate repetition, and
when the setup has been reassembled.
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Figure 8: Damping ζ as a function of tension. (a) long bolt (b) short bolt. Markings as for Figure 7.

5.3 Mode shapes

The lowest mode shapes for the long bolt are measured with the SLDV. Figure 9 shows the first three trans-
verse bending modes. The measured modes to the left are of a weakly tightened bolt, along with the theo-
retical mode shapes for a free-free Bernoulli-Euler beam. The right shows the modes for three higher levels
of tension together with the corresponding theoretical mode shape for a clamped-clamped Bernoulli-Euler
beam. For the weakly tightened bolt the S/N-ratio for the first mode is small, why the emphasis in this case is
on the second and third mode. Here there are deformations and slopes at the boundaries, however not to the
degree of the free-free beam model, thus indicating that the small tension in the bolt induces at least some
elastic stiffness at the boundaries. Beside this, the curvature at the boundaries is small, also indicating that
the boundaries are not completely free, but weakly elastic. As soon as the bolt is tightened to σ/σy = 0.19 no
significant deformations at the boundaries are observed, and the slope of the mode shapes approaches zero at
the boundaries, supporting the theory of the well-tightened bolt effectively behaving as a clamped-clamped
beam (cf. the dashed line in Figure 7a).
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Figure 9: The first three mode shapes of the long bolt for different tension levels. Left: Measured modes
(filled circle markers) for a weakly tightened bolt (σ/σy = 0.03), and theoretical free-free beam modes
(solid line); Right: Measured modes ([black, grey, white] circle markers) for a stronger tightened bolt (σ/σy
= [0.19, 0.34, 0.65]), and theoretical clamped-clamped beam modes (solid line).

6 Conclusions

The mode shape tests are not applicable for estimating tension, as bolts are can be hidden inside structures,
but the tests support the theory of bolts gradually approaching an effectively clamped-clamped beam as tight-
ened. The mode shapes show that there is less and less translation and rotation movement at the boundaries
when the bolt is tightened. Therefore it is expected that the boundary friction decreases, which seems to also
be the case, as the experimentally estimated damping ratio decreases with tension.

If a bolt is so weakly tensioned that it is unsafe, a single hammer hit could reveal it, as the damping ratio
will be strikingly large; it is a good measure for discovering a not strongly tightened bolt without much
effort. During initial mounting, one could carry out three successive hits, tightening the bolt in between; if
the damping ratio stops decreasing between the second and third impact, the bolt could be considered tight
enough. Along with the measured first bending natural frequency, this can give an indication of the tightness
of the bolt so far.

The tests show that the measured vibrations depend on bolt tension, and the results contributes insights into
a vibration based estimation of bolt tension. Future tests could be to study the effect of impact strength,
amplitude level, other bolt dimensions, and multi-bolt structures, as well as in-situ tests of real structures, to
see how robust these changes are.
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